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for $345.07 claimed due for groceries defendant bought from plaintiff. said that Patrolman James Clark great fire was out.
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Georgetown Times says every to- , Superior Facilities for
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2nd and Monroe
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opinions, forms our
men's
Examiner
Bergh
today
true
Madison
of
He'has been laid off ever since
against J. H. Newman in favor of
Christmas Day when the negro closed the bank of North Freedom. honors—Coleridge
Powell & Rogers.
The Union Bank and Trust com- John Tice shot the other in the leg
pany got judgment foe $250 against as the nervy patrolman was going
V. G. Gainer.
up the steps leading to the Eieventh
Judgment for $158.37 was given and Broadway I. C. crossing tower
against J. W. Riglesberger in favor where Tice had barricaded himself
of the Globe Bank and Trust com- with his firearms and whiskey.
aim canny I COUld Imagine when what
Tice shot the officer twice in the
pany.
do you suppose people began to say?
In the action of W. C. O'Bryan lower limb and the patrolman has
That I was a coquette and perfectly
against Dr. C. E. Whiteeides and not beep able to work since.
Th. girl with elbow sleeves finished heartless! You can't imagine how It
H. H. Loving, judgment was given
giving the order to the waitress and made me feel!"
against
defendants
$645.40.
for
then continued the conversation.
Able To Sit Up.
"Why" inquired the girt with the
"It is just as hard as bard can be to tall square chin. "Couldn't you manage to
The many friends of
Whitesides and Loving borrowed
Major
that amount
money
of
from Moses Bloom will be pleased to what to do," she said, resting her elbows steno it if you were having a g•Jod
learn that he is able to sit up at on the table so that the curve of her time?"
O'Bryan.
-You don't understand in ths :east
The . Pant Jones Whiskey com- the residence of his daughter, Mrs. arms showed prettily. "If you lust let
one man be very attentive to you every- about these things," broke in the girl
pany got judgment for
$205.52 A. C. Einstein of St. Louis, where
body talks and gossips and wants to with the blonde hair, seeing a ehance to
against C. E. Blacknall for goods he has been confined with a para- know
when the wedding Is to be and It establish the fact that she comprehendlytic
stroke
the latter bought of plaintiff.
since last Thanksgiving you Let a lot amen hang around everyed perfectly. "A girl of delicate senMaster Commissioner Cecil Reed Day. For months he was confined body gossips just the same and says
sibilities is wounded to the heart at beexecuted 'bond, guaranteeing the to his bed, bult now recovers you are a flirt! It is hopeless trying to ing misunderstood.
I know just exactly
duties of his office. He is appoint- sufficiently to
sit around in a satisfy people!"
how—"
"Isn't it!" hastily agreed the girl with
ed for four years, but each twelve chair
The doctors will not yet
"Of worse you do." said the girl with
state ,uhen he will be able to re- blonde hair, trying to look as though she elbow sleeves, kindly. "Why, I Pried
months executes a new bond. •
too were deeply annoyed by the problem. and cried about It. I actually
The appellate court mandate was turn home.
wished
-Well," observed the girl with the the men I kaew would go away all
Mr. Samuel Levy, his business
filed in the suit of Pink Underand
square
chin, bluntly, "that doesn't wor- drown themselves. I'm sure I
#'s estate against the Illino;s associate, returned last week 'tom
wasn't to
ry me any. it is so rarely that even onq blame If they liked me I
Central railroad. Underwood was St. Louis and feels much encournever try to
solitary man notices me that my pop, make them, do 1"
firentan for the road and died aged over the major's condition Verity hasn't
seemed to disturb the
"Of course not," agreed the gir: with
of injuries received during a wreck which he thinks will gradually im- neighbors as yet!"
•
golden hair. "It is perfeetfy horrid--"
near Mayfield several years ago. His prove until he can' stand the trip
"Oh, my dear," cried the girl with el"Why,
I don't see that it would be
estate brought snit fosc damages back home where he will
be bow sleeves, in coadesceniUng symvery difficult to get rid of them," said
•
against the road in the circuit court brought as
on as possible.
pathy, "I'm snore yen esagteeste! I'm the girl with
the square chin, seriously.
certain lets of men would be only too "You could
here. Judge Wasbant transferred
just tell them right out
glad to be nieeto you if you'd give them that you didn't
the case to the federal court here
Kaye Mrs. Prince.
want them to call any
chance.
a
You really are more attract. more or—"
Lawyers
for trial,
Underwood's
Ur. Bass thinks he will be able
claimed it shonld be heard in the to send Mrs. Prince home within lye than you think—"
'"^'My gracious!" broke in the girl with
"Fudge!" broke in the girl with the elbow sleeves, In a horrified tone.
state court, and appealed to the the next week or two, as she is
'1
appellate bench, which now re- daily getting better at Riverside square chin. "I'm frost as a social queen never heard of such a thing! Why, I'd
and
you
know
IL
Not
that
my fait hurt their feelings dreadfully and
veries Judge Husbands by taking hospital where she eas been conyoung We is blighted or anything liki bear anything rather than do
that. It's
the suit away from the federal tri- ened ever since the day she and that
by it! Bat go on with what you lust my nature and I can't help
It. No,
bunal and transferring it back to Mrs. Joseph Henley were knocked were saying."
I've got to go on doing the best I can
the circuit court for a hearing that from the Illinois Central iailroad
A delicate wrinkle marred the brow o. and trying not to let what people
say
comes up next month.
Charley bridge near the Union depot. This the girl with the short sleeves. "Yoe
worry me more than I can help. It is
Wheeler is on the losing side he oecurred two months ago and Mrs. care so little for such things It Is hard it the
1
only reparation I can make to the
representing the road.
Henley died in a few hours as re- make Tod nclerstarel," she said. "But men who care for me hopelessly. I feel
There was filed the appellate sult of the mishap, while Mrs. I've always had lots of eourprzy and
114..x
-V 161_!_qle wor_te_119w ah.lahlthat
cot:if man-date in We damage suit Wrice Nos ever Since been at ilte-Iebleleeteir *ay I managiTiffit-bito
Dick Carter coming? Yee. It ia—is my
&nation.
When
I thought I wait going hat on straight, girls? Are you sure
of Mrs. Florence Feast against Rev. finepital with her broken ankle.
to like Harry so well I made tip Ms there Is no soot on my face? He's so
Charles T. Auer. Father Auer is
mind to be fair to kiln, even though) horridly particular that it would be a
priest for the St. Jones' Catholic
Patrolman Stricken.
church in the county, and Mrs.
Patrolman Samuel Beadles of the bad to hurt others, so I dropped every- shock to him If I didn't look perfectly
one else. What was my reward? Why, well groomed."
Feast lives in the parish. She sued police force is confined at his home hie mother
and sisters said I was situThe good-looking young man smiled
the iniest on the ground that he in 1029 Madison street with a DIY
throwing titraelf at his head. Thai ineparttally at the three and the girl
said she was an inpure woman. woke of paralysis that overcame made me so mad I dropped him—"
with elbow sleeves hoped the others noThe priest won in the circuit court him Sunday morning white he was
"That was about the time he fell so 'laced how polite that
vu of him. As he
here, and also before the appellate dressing, preparatory to going to desperately In love with the Ceilfornle peaked on after
few remarks he paused
bench, which now sends down from work on his beat. It affects his girl who was visiting here that he had a minute beside the gfrl with the
square
Frankfort its mandate to that effect. left arm and leg and is quite ser- eyes and care for no ono else, wasul chin. "You haven't forgotten our theait?"
inquited
the
girl
the
with
square
ious.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley was
ter engagement for to-night?" he inchin, as though seeking for informa- quired.
ordered to pay into the hands of
Uon.
"I should say not," she replied, calmSecond Attack.
Trustee. Mlendol Johnson of the
+sat+
The girl with the blonde hair smoth- ly,
pros are the first person who has
jury fund, $t,o59.6o out of which
Mr. Phil Hisey has suffered a
a giggle and the young woman asked me toga for &moth."
the jurors will be paid for their second paralytic stroke and is con- ered
with short sleeves looked exasperated. "How could your gasped the girl with
services, during this term.
The fined to the home of his daughter,
"I hadn't heard of it," she reirked, elbow sleeves, as soon as the young man
money in the fund has been ex- Mrs. Lilliard Sanders of South coldly. "As I was
saying, I just let the was out of hearing. "Such a dreadful
hausted, and this 'necessitates the Sixth:
women of the family see there were admission to make! And—lied—why,
county clerk's strong box being
plenty of others yltbout him. There eon never said a word about an mimedrawn upon.
BIG GAS WELL FIRE IS OUT. were about air—"
ment With him,"
"Who were they?" asked the girl with
"There Wasn't soy partietular reason
Remarkable Contest Won by Kan- the square chin, Interested/T.
. Cannot Come In.
why I should!" answered the girl with
Again the story teller looked upset. the square chin.—Chicago Daily News.
sans After Five Weeks'
It Wag thought that Gus Jackson
"I--er—1 don't think it lice to boast Of
Work.
would be well enough to come in
individuals." she said. "Really,
The 'Best Side.
horn the county yesterday and go
Caney, Kan., March 29.—The Kan- dear, I dont wonder the men keen my
Visitor—How do you go about It to
away
to jail to serve the $too fine im- sas Natural Gas Company's big gas
from you if you, break in this way when keep on the good side of those aniposed on him at the last criminal *elf near here, which was struck by they
are talking. You have so little mals?
term of court for running a disor- lightning February 23, was success- tact. Well, T was having the
loveliest • Lion Tamer—I do my best to keep
derly honer, but his condition will fully extinguished today. The Second time with all the theaters ana boots In the outelie of 'em. -Cleveland
Lender.
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Scientifically Constructed and
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It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
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WOMEN ARE LARGER. CAPITALS

•
•
••
• ••
•• OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO •*41•
•••H.
•

MADE TO ORDER. q P. POOL.

L. 0. STEPHENSON.
Australia Is to Follow the Examples
of the United States and
NEW GENERATION FAST OUT.
Russia.
STRIPPING HEN IN SIZE.
.atio
.The Australian commonwealth, takClothes on Sale Show Surprising In- ing a leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
crease in Height — Causes of
303-205 S. THIRD ST.
new capital which shall be free from BOTH PHONES
Change Are Not Yet Exthe influences of either of the great NO. tro
PADUCAH, ICY.
plained.
sections. It will build the capital litIt is a little curious that the sci- erally from the ground up and has
be ready to, stirt on your toes and entists and
selected a site not far from the pretty
LET'S MATCH 'EM,
statisticians are not on
SAID MR. GATES. don't be caught off balance. If you hand with records and explanations village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
Dalgety might have slumbered in pasare, the catcher's throw will almost at a striking fact too
patent now to be
Willing to Wager Seopoo at a certainly beat you out. Slide behind gainsaid or ignored, namely, the in- toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the assumed necessity of
the baseman, not in front of him, creasing size of the
Whack, Whereat the Shorts
younger genera- Australia
to have a capital in a place
where
he
can
touch
has
you.
If
he
tion
of women. Evidences of such in?tarn Pale.
which nature had designed for a vilto reach for you, your chance to get crease are to be found
everywhere and lage. It is 30
miles from the nearest
While John W. Gate the great the base is as good as his to touch While the records referred to above
.capitalist plunger and sport was in you out.
are not yet made public, there is still railroad station and even when that
Birmingham last week the "lid" was
testimony of an official sort in the distance is spanned by the iron way
Playing
$econd
tothe
statements of the manufacturers and still turtluar connection* must be built
off: Mr: Gates came
to link it with the Main Victorian sy:ilry v :' Gc7t.)
u.ms clothing. By these
;ttonoo of the South" Saturday,
tem. Henry Stead, in the Independent,
Remember
that
the
zetcond
basestatements
the
young woman of the
ostensibly to purchase a few milestimated that cost of the railroad conlion dollars' worth of coal and iron man is sort of a right field shortstop moment is taller and of greater weight striction entailed will be $8.300,000
and
baseman
than
combined'.
Don't
hug
she
of
a
few
years
ago,
and the
mines, and he devoted his first day
the base too close. If you do there difference is sufficient to have affected and that water supply, public buildin town looking over the property is many
ings and land purchase will carry the WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALVES IN WALLPAa grounder which will dance the clothing trade.
total of the expenditures for the new PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
in question.
out
to
"For
right
years," says the manager of a
field which you should
.
capital up to $28,000,000. After the
had have
Reports that Mr. Gates
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE'HAVE TO
stopped. Play well out. Hard large Shop on State street, "the longdropped $36,00o at the poker dice in hit balls are apt to get away before est skirt carried in our stock—or, soi city is built it will be a Purely hill. OFFER YOU.
Hot Springs caused much enthus- you can get up to them if you keep far as j know, in any in this city— &dal capital, just as Washington is,
iasm among the members of the on the line. When the first baseman measured 42 inches. If longer were but it will have a very much smaller
population, the assumption being that
Alabama club, and immediately a goes after a bunt hit don't forget that needed the suit had to be made to orIt
will not exceed 60,000.
For the next few days Wallpa\
OW of Woo° was formed and a it is your business to cover first while der. Now we carry ready-made skirts
An artificial capital, one created by
per
that
is
usually
sold
of
44
elsewhere
inches
and
we
sell
'em, too."
eMlimittee appointed to wait on the shortstop will look after second
fiat as a result of a compromise beat ao xents per roll, we will sell for
Increased stature is, fortunately, not
Me.. Gates and invite him„.to "no base. Above everything learn, to be
tween rival sections or decreed by asthe
isc per roll.
01119
Mill
made
by
woman.
She is
limit" enterainruent at which he speedy on double plays. A slow secheavier and plumper in proportion. sumed political necessity is an experiond
baseman
will
stop
many
a
chance
..Paper usually sold at zoc we will
game.
the
could name the brand of
ment under the best clnemnstances and
Underclothes are larger, and the signs
sell for 8c.
usually falls short of bang a metropWhen the committee called at for a double and give a life to a team to be seen in
some shops, "Extra 817.0 olis.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
Washington and St. Petersburs
Mr. Gates' hotel they found him which would otherwise be beaten.
undergarments," would seem to indisell at sc.
prepared to go fog a spin in an
cate that the growth continues from are °wimples. Washington Ii 01111191)
They Have to Chew.
the seat of the federal government;
We carry a large and complete
automobile to the Country club,'
'At the meeting of the directors day to day. In ceases whore an exact nothing more. It has disappointed the
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
they
and he smiled blandly when
large
size
wanted
cannot
be
found
(10
Wlednesday evening it was decided
.and Window Shades in all colors.
stock, it can now be made at short elgeetations of its founders that it
made known the object of their that the remaining
money contributwould become an emporium, a busy
A large line of roofing and buildvisit. "Forty thousand," he com- ed should all be collected next weds notice and small extra cost. Formerly mart, a port, a city that should be an
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
mented, "well, so long as there is Frank Belt and John Boland will the reply to such a demand used to be: Illustration in Itse:f of all the activino limit we will match coins for take up the work of collecting the re- "We haven't got IL" With this gen- ties of a great and busy country.
eral growth has come also an increase
$40,000 a throw?'
maining money the first of the week.
In the size of legs, and hosiery for Beauty It has, but business It has not.
The members of the committee If those who have placed their names
In population it is far below many
women of neatly ail grades is now
1111111.1.110111111012‘111111
cities that we are wont to think of as
paled perceptibly as Mr. Gates on the list will be ready when they larger
and many shops carry what are
In our second or possibly our third
call it will be a great favor, as the called
bowed and rode away.
"ouL-alsos." Aid even fast have class.
money will be needed to &desk the kept pace
with the change. RegardSt. Petersburg, on the other hand.
expenses
of
pr.:the men during the
The Jacksonville merchants are ofless of the old-fashioned ideas of femhada far outstripped the old capital in
fering a prize for the first home run liminary practice, when the associa- inine pulchritude, Dame Natare
has populatlisn,
tion must pay the players' board bills decreed that the new
having 1,313,300 inhabitmade by a member of that club.
woman shall ants, to Moscow's
1,092,360 by the latas long as they are under contract.— have sufficient of toe
wherewithal to
Courier-Jacksonville.
Need Lots of Practice.
stand upon, and shoes are larger. A est census. St. Petersburg is really a
sea-'
Cairo has nine exhibition games
fashionable dealer says he carries No. great port, commanding a heavy
trade,
but,
in
fact,
it
only
diborne
"Toad" Ramsey Great Player.
as follows: Tito with Memphis, two
9's in his regular stock now and that
vides the honors of the capital with
The passing of Thomas P. ('Toad') 7's and Wit aft called for eminently.
with the Chicago Nationals, three
with Keokuk and two with the Wag- Ramsey removes from life's activiThese big new women are all young, Moscow. The latter has the greater
nere of Granite City. — Mattoon ties one of the great pioneers of base- and if they were seen only on the hold on the affections and traditions
ball. In his day Ramsey was by far stage or in similar places where it is et Russia. It has a prestige which
Star.
the greatest,, left-hander in the busi- a case of selection, the phenomenon Peter the Great could not undermine
ness. He developed the "drop" ball might have no importance, but they It is the capital of the Russian heart
Its Behind Him AU Right.
and
evolved the "fade-away," that are seen everywhere. The current Napoleon was right when be held that.
PaduAmes, who hair signed with
tame.,
cah, is the St. Louis boy who pitched elusive slant which differs only from crop of schoolgirls seems larger this Moscow was the capital to be
several clever games at Urban Park the crossfire in that it breaks exactly year; the newer girls in the shops and by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
the girls mho are in their first season
against Adams' Leaguers. He lost over the center of the plate.
Mlany incidents are related of Ram- at long skirts are larger than those of neither the United States nor Russia
them all, but that wasn't his fault.
enjoyed ,when they created their artiIn the 8o's older date.
With a fast aggregation behind him sey's eccentricities.
Whether the increaseIts areii is fixed and
"Toad" was the star of the old bolds good as bell for the country ficial capitals.
be should make good.
The capital will always
Loubrville Nationals, regularly pitch- crop as for that of the city no ob- detarmised.
bear the same geographical relation to I
ing them to victory over their op- server has been found to testify.
Will "Show" Missourians.
every Australian region that it will
As
ponents.
for
the
cause
tried
out
of
the gronth, all
Charles Pruitt, who was
have in the beginning. In this counOne day at Providence, Ramsey the evidence is yet to be brought forby Tebeau in tgoa, is pitching great
the capital is conveniently situated
try
ball for Dallas in the Texas League. was opposed by Radbourne, who was ward. There are suggestions, of to only a very small section. The
Manager McAleer, of the St. Louis then in his height of success and had course, but they are all of a self-Inter. United States have expanded into reBrowns, has secured an option on landed two penants for the Clam ested kind. Thus the physical cal- gions that the founders of Washington
'Pruitt% release, and the Indiana lad Eaters. Ned Swartwood. as fine an turist smiles in a superior way and thought would be wildernesses for
will be given a chance with the umpire as ever officiated at a diamond says there can, of course, be no doubt many generations to come. Si.nilarly
mix-up, was calling balls and strikes that the increase la wholly due to Russia has grown so far and so fast
American Leaguers next fall.
Swartwood had gotten several hard woman's appearance in the gymna- that St. Petersburg is in a corner very
raps on the shins, and, as he was sium and on the athletic field. •That'e remote to provinces that are populous
Now With Old Vliftettnall.
H. E. Dirty, who was manager of never overmeady on his pins, he suf- a pretty reasonable argument, too, but and progressive, in regions that were I,
the Syracuse Eastern League team fered intensely. Grit all through the clothing manufacturers and the not even Russian when Peter the Great
women's clothes say the
last year has been signed by the local though, he continued in the game, designees of
began to drive the piles for the foundue
clangs
Is
to a more healthy and
but
his
temper
report
wee
worn
will
to
rags.
Kitty League team, and
of his capital.
dations
He will be "Toad" came ambling up to the plate rational style of dress, which permits
for duty April toth.
of
growth
and
eximasion,
while the
with the team on April ta, in the for his usual bat-swinging stunt along
advocate of woman's right to work SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
first exiiibition game which will be about the seventh inning. Swartmaintains stoetly that the entrance of
played with the Evansville Central wood called him out on strikes.
the
sea into fields of labor hitherto Theater Trade That Ones Went to
OU r /1 111IRD
Ramsey had the habit of going
league team at Evansville.—VinPADUCAH, K1`
New York .Tebua Now
filled
by men is sufficient to account
around behind the umpire on hie recen nes Commercial.
for
the
matter.
Goes to Cars.
turn to the bench. In doing so he
—010
Incidentally it is worth noting that
trailed his melt across Swartwood's
Amatetwe May Play Sundays
never guess the difference the
while ths average man is increasing
The Ohio senate passed a bill per- tender calves.
ayhumade in our business," said
in sire—a fact also attested by the subway
"I fine you ten dollars!" shouted clothing
mitting amateur base ball playing on
trades—he Is not keeping the oldtlme night cab driver, according
grAkitirrias
Iii"
Varwu
tiras
e aryls%
Sunday. There were only ft*. votes his enraged victim.
pace with women, and there may be to the New York Bun. "I should say that
MUM say otber sissniketarer or dealer to the world.
boy,"
re"Oh,
that's
all
right,
old
immediately
bill.
It
was
district
and
against the
something more- than pleasant irony night fares from the theater
at any e=
s
messaged to the house and aims read plied Ramsey, unabaShed; "here's a In the prediction of the pessimist that Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
Of ON
lied *Ms,and'
have received our complete From
there a second time under a suspen- plaster for your bumps;" and pulling unless the man of the future shall in since last December.
and
every MOO hightrode and low-grade
and latest atodale.and Warn of our remarkable LOW
sion of the rules and referred to a out a roll large entomb to choke a bent something of physical size and
"It used to be that a man in evening
sew OMNI MAO lantsible by selling from factory
committee with privilege to report it horse, "Toad" peeled off a tenner and strength from his enormous mother he clothes, especially If accompanied by it
with so
w peseta.
his
fine
on
the
spot.
paid
soiled,
garments
easily
woman wearing
back at any time, so that the house
will be a pigmy.
M
a
i"
nits
ilinar
t
make
:itirr It=tPay .7hiTittatotah7!
liberal,
fret-handed
Ramsey was a
would hesitate before crowding Into a
will probably act upon the measure
home hi the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valuplayer,
and,
although
he
made
good
able
information
by
simply
writing
Broad
us
•
postal.
walking
from
As
for
surface
car.
Pond
of
Horses.
I before adjournment.
We need a
in every town and can offer an opportunity
money for his tithe, he saved little
"It is rat generally known." said the way to one of the elevated roads, that
42 make money to tabletins who apply at once.
The sporting fraternity has voted driver of a patrol wagon, "that many of was aimost out of the question. The re
Misery Loves Company.
N LY
Paducah, from. present indications, him a niche in the baseball hall of the residents living near patrol and fire suit was that the great majority of thee
raise
Ansen,
fame,
along
with
Brouthers,
opera
patrons
who
could
and
ter
take
as
great
an
stations
interest
in
stage
expects a repetition of the 1904
of river when the burg was in terror O'Rourke, Welch, Radbourne,Brown- the horses as we do, and I think it will the price went home in carriages.
IFTrroriR
tts.,50 Per
$
"Now it's different. After the theatet TO Int
of being swept off the state of Ken- ing, Fogarty, 43uckley and others of be conceded that we all love our horses.
TACK$
Prominent men and women bring all the crowds walk to the restaurants tot Wó
tucky. In fact. according to Weather the old guard—Louisville Times.
SUM
kinds of fruits and delicacies for the lunch, then they drift along to the subingesLAIU
Obsrver William Borneman, of Padttway-entranceat Forty-secondstreet-em,
-110111eN: ittrrr Boon ibt hrtretertentre
Nur Musk:
$p'Nut
cat. the conditions are worse This
(CASH WITH OPIDEN 1114.56)
know them, and about the hour they are Broadway or at the nrand Central.
6 year than in loos. The Paducah
NO
MORE
TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
"Demi 'ar poetical genlemen in de In the habit of calling the horses are on
woman
who
would
"Men and
scorr
Result of is years experience in tire
4 Squaavis will be compelled to use books infawm us of de sweetness of
elevated
or
surface
oars
when
It
the
Horses
lookout.
are
the
very
fond of
making. No danger from THORNS.CACVolley boats to reach Wallace Park, de song of de nightingale, or some
Notice the thick robber tread
evening dress do not balk at the subway. TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
which wilt he-Elevated on stilts. Talk sit+ a varmint," ruminatingly said apples and loaf sugar. A physician !iv.
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and that it was criminal."
in the county.
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Arguments in the habeas corpus
You can take the shortest and best
proceedings were made before JusYOUNG AMERICANS.
route and own your own plant.
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tice Greenbaum in the state suWore than a year ago the legislapreme court.
Decision was re- Three of Them Arrived at Different
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plant for the beneMr. and' Mrs. Thomas Gleason, of
Justice Greenbaum will take the
DERS'S HOME
Pt Itegister till:Ming, 523 Broadway.. fit of the people.
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A new boy baby arrived Sunday ai
ORGANIZED BODIES.
• ,10H+1 WILHELM, Tressarer.
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.
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BENEFIT' OF COMPETITION
New Scales of Wages Have Gond Adams of near the City on .the •MitY1
Lieutenant Potter a Sicia-,
field road.
NEWInto Effect—Boilermakers
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effect yesterday, it providing that for
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'horse
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The plumbers' new
One Week
zo Ville Lighting company to reduce stable a Third and Wash
schedule of
n Sts.
their prices for electricity so the
—Many baseball fans were out rit
and was taken up by the I try at- wages became effective yesterday, it
Anyone failing ae missive this paper general public to figure Iona, or taches
who found some ladies hats raising to $4 per day for eight hours, the park Sunday to see the game
regularly should report the matter to fifty per cent. below the prices inside the rig, while the biftst-ba their scale of pay which has been scheduled, but it proved an April
d
fp<il
The Register office at once. Tele- Which they are now charging, and broken one line. The liver-y.0in noti- $350 the past year. The scale of the joke, none being pulled off.
phone Cumberland pd.
have been charging for several fied Detective Moore of the police carpenters expires tiny 1st and at
—While cutting grass Sunday at
yeats past, sets forth more forcibly force of the outfit being taken up, that time they will ask the contrac- his home, Dick Arabic, the bagel:41
than any argument we could possi- but the owner was shortly found in tors for a raise of from $2.50 a day pitcher, chopped off the end of his
bly make the great advantage so Dr, Lilliard Sanders who te.ienhoned to Salto a day, and it is thought this first finger On the left hand.
—The Ben Billings printing hoe
far as the public is concerned of to police headquarters asking that will be granted. All other unions of
the horse and surrey be looked for the city have settled their wage mat- is preparing to move from its old
competition.
-t
stand to 122-124 Broadwya where
"While improvements are being He was informed where it was sad ter.
The boilermakers' union of the Foreman was before moving
Tuesday Morning,- April 3, tea&
to
constantly made in machinery for went after same. The animal was
Louisville division for the t I. C. is North Fourth.
reducing electricity, yet nothing in left standing in front of Isis•herrie and holding
a meeting here at Central
—Coestable A. C. Shelton is out
broke away from the hitifilatieitost.
When a public official makes•an this line has been brought out in
.
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Lobor Hall, revising their constitu- after a two weeks illness*
with' phettthe last year that cuts the cost of
tion and by-laws. There are eighteen monia.
Bicycle Stolen..
'Official statement he should havg.'production of electricity half in
delegates
division
attending
from the
Mr. Joe Woods, formerly captain
Clyde Cooper, a int-sserigeeboy fqr
.
The cost of coal has been about-die
Cie Manhood to tell the truth.
of the police force, has been made
the Postal Telegraph offiOtrlhae his and they will be here several days..
same for the last few years. No wheel
night watchman for The Palmer.
stolen from in front
the
other reason but the fear of com- office at Second and
Harbor Vidous Dog.
—Foreman G. Dunn, of the I. C.
Broadway last
A False Publication.
petition can be given by the Light- evening. Someone took it
Ora Reynolds and Lila Crawford pile driving crew, lost his $so watch
while he
The statement published in yes- ing company at this time for their was inside the building after a mes- were yesterday warranted on the by dropping same into the river 'Sun
charge of harboring a vicious dog day at the foot 91 the Campbell St.
terday's Sun that the
Register proposal to cut general prices half sage he was to deliver.
in two and reduce their prices for
at their home on Burnett street. incline.
Newspaper company paid to Mark
public arc lights from $84 per year
They will be arraigned in the police
—Thousands were at Benton yesPatrol Changes.
Worten, attorney for Elden Stone • to $6o or $65. If customers of any
terday attending "Tater Day."
Chief James Collins has again court this morning
—Allan MicCurston, of sae South
$37.50 in that case against this cometmerchant in the city of Louisville changed the patrolmen of different
Third, is laid up with a badly mashed
Died of Pneumonia.
This com- were told openly by this merchant beats, assigning the men as follows;
pany is utterly false.
Mk. Samuel Sneed died Sunday at leg that got caught in The Palmer
Officers Aaron Hurley and Henry
pany six months ago appealed the himself that he had been charging
1218 Tennessee street, after a short freight elevator a few days ago.
them 5o per cent. more for their Singery,
depot
beat;
William
case, paid for the record and paid
The family of Mr. Wm. Walker
goods than the price at which he Rogers and Wm. Johnson, Broad- illness with pneumonia.
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relieved their
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tomers,provided there was a chance and
him. The remains were ous.
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informed that Worten has 'mated,
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We sell on easy payments. Large stock
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right
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enlarged sufficiently to 'furnish all be carried into actual effect if the hereby enjoined
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair
and restrained from
franchise
is
secured
by
the
new
shop in full blast."
the street lights needed in the city.
company. To illustrate: Oqe mile collecting their claims against said
THE
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The lower hoard of the general
estate except through thitt suit.
RELIABLE.
of actual mains and wires for con council last night authorized the *eying steam heat and electric ser- Ordered that this "order be pubneccessary expenditure for addi- vice will actually be put under the lished in the 'Paducah Daily Regisground within the specified twelve ter as required by 4aw.
rad and raft North Fifth Street, Next
tional machinery.
to Kentucky Theatre.
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moritha; not, Is the president of the
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A.
Miller,
Clerk,
Lighting company suggests, 'a few
Private and Public Ownership.
By W., C. Kidd, D. C.
hundred
yards of pipe with enough
A writer in the .Memphis Newswire doubled up in it to measure
. Drink "Oki Terrell" the pule "still
Scimitar •Sunday gives a few figures
out a mile.'
on thkcor
proclinaion of both gas '"While this matter of 'promises' house" whiskey, for sale in quantities
and electricity, and AI°w s the enop. le under discussion is it not perti-. of one quart or more at 417 Jefferson street, city retail department.
mous ;profits that exist in the sale of nent to ask what tliere is in the
400, $.2.5o and $3.00 per gallon. One
•••
the ,p ullic nicessities, and which record of any corporation which quart up.
The very latest designs in cloth
could ipa...saved 'under municipal own-. openly confesses that they have
finish paper with ...iashionable cut envelopes to match. We are
ma,..king extremely low Prices for the next
ership.,.T.the article referred to is as beck, charging twice as much -is
GIFT IS CRIME.
30 days in order to introduce
they should have charged, and as
' the new line which we have just put
••
in stock.
they will charge in the future if all Perkins Campaign Contribution. Is
iirni4Sfie of the cities danger of competition is killed-Illegal, Says- Jerome.
group4
&Ala department in what is there . in the record
of such
the Memphis'class of American cities;
District Attorney Jerome in argua corpizration that would entitle
Syracuse rises OS and electricity for
Tickets Nos. 2827, 3138; 3101
ing
in the habeas corpus proceedwere drawn last Friday. We will pay
their
'pFt-nnises
' to any great amount
lighting purposes.. An investigatiogi
$1.00
for the first one of the above
ings
the
in
case of George W. Perof
tickets brought to us.
considera
tion?"
Louisville
—
has bsr iinderv4 that city relaBetter
kins, chari;m1 with the larceny of conic and see the other numbers drawn out.
tive to tlfr'fifire clutrird the people Times.
$48,702 contributed by the New
for lights.
York Life Insurance company to
DIDN'T WORK.
It has a direa bearing 05 your
republican party, declared to
the
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light lill
In)tteisf6efa1l telpoort to the State Prisoners • At County Jail Tried to Justice Greenbaum that the payment was both illeoal and immoral
Get Deputy Inside to OverGas 'Ilt Electric.ity Commission, the
BE mnsE AND GIZT A GOOD
and consituted a crime.
l*hting, corporatioa_ Q.L Syracuse.
power Him.
CLOC1C-13r HAVE -YOUR PRES'The— quesii7)11 - here,"
gives. these Nodes là the cost of
conSunday night about 9 o'cloile tinued, "is as to the
ENT ONES PUT IN
making and distributing light:
FIRSTright :of Mr.
Diputy
.County
CLASS ORDER.
Jailer
Murray
WE DO THE.
Perkins to pay the money of the
Gas, per 1,000 f4et.. a . 59.07C
FINEST KINDS OF
Electricity, per kilowatt....2.68c' Powell was awakened ac. the jail by policy holders to a political organREPAIR.
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
It is stated that, allowing for de- lotid yells from inside where the ization for the purpose of4 influencCLOCKS AND WATCHES.
predation, interest and all items, prisoners are kept. He started to ing the results of certain political
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
electtic current can be made and dis- go in and was informed that Bigger matters at the polls This is very
MODERATE.
Hale, colored, had taken morphine far from being
WE CARRY A
tributed at 4 cents.
a case where there
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-•
with suicidal attempt. The deputy
Now figure your own bill—
an absence of moral guilt or
FUL JEWELRY.
You pay
TIC began turning the crank
that re- turpitude. Shall the officers of a
You could. pay., .
volves
the cell So as to get too Hale, corporation or a
4c
single officer, say,
You contribute 7 cents for the priv- when the other prisoners grabbed
• ilege of having your midge a bene- the stationary bars and tried to take the money of the policy holders, take your and my money, and
ficent private lighting corporation, hold things so all could get
out. give it to a political party?, I say
owned by the system.
The deputy saw a jail delivery was that such
428',Broadwayan act is inherently wrong
All of the generosity of your soul attempted, so
secured things and whether it is prohibite
PHONE 772-1s.
d by law or
is capitalized into watered stock, summone
d Jailer Faker who had not.
which does not represent the value
•••!
,
11111111MIIIMInali
of the plant, or the money required Dr. Pendley to examine Hale. It
Immoral and Indecent.
to install and operate it, but which was found he had taken nothing, "I say that it is contrary to pubrepresents what principal you can be and that the ruse was one to get lic policy, contrary to publi5„..n3oralrequired to pay interest upon under the deputy inside and overpower ity and common decency. Half of
Sold at
hint.
private ownership.
, ' f..14101111
the policy holders may have been
The capitaliption represents the
Gray. Buffet.
democrats, and to take their money
`..
• Went On Warpath.
aggregate percentage of Sucker that
Palmer House Bar,
to - assist the .cepublican patty cerHIllifbn Starks, colored,
exists in all human beings in this
L. A. Lagomarsiuo,
was tainly, goes to the establishment of
community. The -figures show that erresfed yesterday inornio,k on the felonious
inteet."
you are sucker to the extent of more wharfboat by Officers Terrell and
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificat
Justice Greenbaum asked: "If
es.
than half of your electric lighting Matlock. The negro was employed
Water and Oil Colors,
you
maintain
that
an
this
was
bill.
as a roustabout on the Joe Fowler,
Mottod and Calanderi
illegal act under what claesificatir
One of two ways exists for reform- and suddenly we6t
Framed right up to date in five
on the waritath, do you put it?"
mining your sucker proclivities:
utes time at the
cursing and abusing everybody,' tmVt.
Jerome
replied: "I think tat
You can by law limit the charges til
taken up by the patrolmen.
the payment wai both illegal and
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Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
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The First American Life Inman Co. no Compaq that
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for Policy-holders
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count up fast when you
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Interest compounded at 4
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board to be successful.
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NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.

EDGAR W. WHITTE ORE,

List of new subscribers added by
TRANS- the East Tennessee Telephone company today:
VIRGINIA,. NEWELL ,T,A:
FERRED IT TO J. T.
1904—Keithley, D.E., res., 426 S. 3d.
SMALL ..FIRES.
/AORROW.
JENKINS.
2408-1Iarrison, Annie, res., R. F. D.
Someone Tried to Burn Home of
No. 2.
Thornas Boswell Sunday.
1156-I—Grief, Adrain; res.,
enton
1 _
road,
..7
?
6,withe
isner,s Apt,earanci IN.' About 3 o'clock Sunday morning W. I. Mamie
an)4'
Conferred Power of 1906.--Giry, Joe, res., 907 S. Third.
while Mg. Thomas Boswell was
17p-it—Carroll, A. B., saloon, and &
tag Anxiously Awaited Hete-d
Attorney on W. F. Paxton—
away from his home at 417 Jackson
Kentucky ave.
street, someone slipped inside an4
Social Calendar.
Quarterly Court Went Over.
Like
other commodities, teleplxrat
Pouring oil around a stove, set fire
service
Should
be paid according to
to it, but passersby discovered the
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Kentucky.
Bldg.
Columbia
people together of an equal plane of people of Hook to come to church.
to prevent collisions.
'his infancy the most *011ie and beauti
"In the morning I took a bath in thought becomes established.
"There is a population of 1,700 ptoOn arriving at a lock the steamer
tat of childrea. While his pretty nurse this mixture: The tub was filled with
Cases of this kind can be related in pie, but many of them absolutely re- will find•'truckers similar in princiwas flirting with a gallant policeman warm water Is which about a quart of every
to attend church. In fact, only ple to the small canal locks with
household in the wheat belt..•
the baby carriage took a slide down a milk was stirred. And into this was
Said one farmer's wife—she traced her 200 out of the 1.700 have attended which the reader is familiar, but vaststeep kill and was overturned at the dropped ten drops of Masan. This
ancestry to Ethan Allen and other church, and some of these even are not ly larger. These locks will have a
foot, and years of pain and wretched
historic names of colonial days and Hook people.
length of about 1,000 feet and a width
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
nesse with the bandicap of the hunch"The fact is that the village is spir- in the clear of 100 feet, in order to acwart herself a college graduate: "One
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
back, have paid for that folly.
of the most interesting things of the itually asleep. They do not go to non- commodate not only the steamers 80C
New Phone 490.
We seldom read of a railroad accl
harvest is studying the character of conformist places of worship, nor do feet long now building, but to allow
dent that is not due to the carelessthe men: Last year a- young man they go golfing or motoring. They for 'such increase in size as May be SPECIALTIES:
ness of somebody, and yet it would be
worked for us who, we 'readily saw, have simply gode to sleep and they do realized. The gates closing the lock.
most unfair to utter sweeping criti
Abstracting of Titles,
of good breeding and came from not give a thought to spiritual things." at the down-stream end will hay(
was
clams on the employes of public con
The vicar has now departed for the height equal to the depth of the canal
Insurance, Corporation and
home. His hand got
respectable
a
veyances. TM average man is superbReal Estee
_pore 'in the harvest and I dressed it West Indies on a holiday voyage.
the height to lift, and, say, ten feet of
ly trustworthy. The engineer sticks
Some of the more enlightened inhab- surplus, or a total of 75 to perhaps 100
sad doctored him the best I could. It
to his poet and dies in the effort to
itants of "Pagan Hook" are taking feet, accooling to conditions—dimengot worse, and one day I asked hi
save the train. When one of the en
around a large memorial paper asking sions far ,- excess of those of any
with
it.
He
said.
the
matter
what
was
glues on the "Majestic" was suddenly
In connection with the;best FounChristian
and pagan alike to sign an other lock gates in the world. As soon
it.'
circulate
in
'The blood does not
put out of commission not long ago, by
earnest
entreaty
to
the
reverend
gen- an the lock is entered and the ship tain service, Zach Hayes has added
Then he rolled up his sleeve and
a reel accident that no care could have
made fast so that it cannot be moved
showed a scar that Was frightful. He tleman to return to them.
aatiaipated or averted, the corps of en
bad
reand
scrape
about
by the in or outrushing water, a fine line of
some
been
in
had
gams. at the risk of their own lives
ceived • bad cut, which had been THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT. and yet may rise or fall with the
In the face of clouds of scalding steam
change of level, the great gates behind
fumed up by a surgeon. His hand got
shut off the machery, and were car
Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the her will
nearly
a
us
be closed .
for
well
he
worked
and
water admitted
ried to the hospital afterwart!s They
Garment Inside Out on
into the lock from the higher level or
year. One time he was sick for sevwere heroes.
His Arm.
drawn oft into the lower as the vessel
eral weeks and I said to him: 'John,
There are accidents that no one car.
-Is ascending or descending.
folks?
I
your
writato
you
When
why•don't
prevest. Bat as compered with tbost
The precise and high-priced tailor the new level is
that
home
and
have
•
reached
you
the
other and will continue to keep up the repthat
know
Vlach cocas by lack of care, t bey art
drew a chalk picture on the customer Pratt* are opened,
about
you.'
worrying
and
parents
are
once
more
tbe utation our fountain has for magnifiyour
few. When the lightning from tie.
DRINK KILL.
who was -trying on," relates the Prov. vessel continues her
journey between
He took my advice and wrote two letstrikes a man dead as he site in hie
Idenee Journal, stuck three pins in banks crowded to the water's edge with cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
house or walks by the way, he may made a milky bath. After a week of ters. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm him and said:
'the wild tang:a of a tropical jungle m
dinner
eat
will
I
you.
leave
going
to
!be said to perish by the act of God this treatment I grew strong enough to
"The most radical change in gar- the long-leafed banana trees set out in
But when • man takes hold of a live do without the external milk treatment with my folks to-morrow in Golden. ments fur gentlemen for winter
wea"
wire with bare hands, he has only and to depend entirely upon the inter Col.' Well dressed and feeling good this - year will come in the. fur-lined regular rows In plantations. On arriving at the far terminus the pilot is
bade
us
pocket,
he
with $260 In his
iiimself to blame if he drool dead tht nal.
overcoat. We have been driven to It dropped and the vessel disappears at
letter
a
received
soon
We
good-by.
'lett instant The accident was stupid
"The internal treatment," said this
by a detachable fur collar which has sea.
and foolhardy.
woman, "was even more interesting. I from his mother, thanking us for what made its appearance and which can be
• •
was on the milk cure, which was man- we had done for her son."
fastened on to the permanent conar
American Bank In Japan.
When the men who have accumuaged
thus: Every morning there was
need
not
limit
We
what happens b3
of a $16 ready-made topcoat in a way
An American bank in Japan, as a
country
wheat
land in the
much
lated
bought
for
me
six
quarts
of
pure
or
apparent accident to disaster and ca
will puzzle an expert to detect its profitable enterprise and a great aid tr.
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
divide their holdings, the land that
lamity. There are pleasant things that whole milk. This was put in six dif die and
on
and
off features. Of course, the the American manufacturer, is a sugthickso
and
treats
smaller
will
be
in
to
each
can
cane
and
there
ferent
was
may properly be set down to the ac•
TEL. f0.
lis the fur collar for the rich and gestion from C. A. Francis of the
local market will
eount of accident, since we have not added half a pint of pure water. A ly twitted that the
'dressy' gentleman who has a genuine Higher Technical school of Tokio, who
in
the
barneeded
labor
all
the
supply
planned them nor in tiny way made tht cad was then set in warm water and
the end of the fur coat. We'shall make the collar o: also advises his fellow-Yankees to
!least provision, mentally or materially as it heated I was allowed to drinkk it seat. That will mark
the expensive coat of the same ma4study_ Japanese manufactneing _feandimigration.
-summer
took,"-seld-she; "a•- fel+ gime ofcomerirto-pur.--A Tannin=
lerral as fife "fah rthe coat, or of Lions and needs. One Tokio shop emcasts about for a good place to spend milk every half hour. It was slightly
velvet, cat • little wider than the col- g,:oying from 15 to 110 workmen makes
Swimmers' Cramp.
•a brief holiday. Business claims him warm, just warm enough to take the
by hand a sewing 'machine which is
accidents where expert lar of the ordinary coat.
drowning
In
so constantly that vacations are few chill off and keep me from shiverieg
"And muffs will not be sewed on the claimed to be better than a famous
swimmers suddenly lose all control of
part
came
ingenious
in
"The
the
floe
between.
Not often does he
•and far
their powers, the usual explanation of sleeves of the first-class fur-lined coat, American product of which It is a
obtain • noses. Shall he go to the eonsg of the milk. One can each day
cramps
is beginning to be looked upon this season. They were always sug- copy. It Is sold for nine yen, while 1
,mountains, to the old homestead, to was slightly flavored with vanilla. This
poor quality of the American machine
insufficient It has been noticed geetrve of the crashed tragedian."
as
taste
the
milk
like
made
custard.
And
the inland springs or the shore? Shall
"How will people know that 'dressy' coats from 40 to 60 yen. How shall
disease of the
having
persons
that
lie accept a frined's invitation to join one can was Savored with cinnamon
middle ear, who have already shown ani wealthy gentlemen have tur-lined Uncle Sam's agents demonstrate that
!him on a yacht, or possibly shall he There was just the very faintest taste
symptoms
of vertigo, are especially lie ooats?" inquired the custodian, anxi. their companies make certain machine
go on a bicycle tour over • distant of spice, as in a hot punch."
tools which do this work cheaper than
such &clef:lents, and as the
to
ble
*tat? He finally decides on one jaunt
"They will carry them inside out on they are now doing It and that nc
semicircular canals are the organs of
Exercise Essential. ,
Will bring pleasure oci your
icor another, with no ultimate object,
Remotes is of immense be
in direction, it is suggested that even a their arms," replied the precise tailor. more capital will be needed in the laexcept to have a good holooay.
home during the long winter
tailing of the plant?
hemorrhage in this delicate
' Yet on the yacht or in the farmhouse treating the skin. A women should slight
Not the Clam.
a blow by the wave*
from
structure
exercise
until
the
skin
is
in
They are playing
a
evenings.
glow
or by the way he is to meet a girl
Clam (riggers ure predicting a cold
Army Kitchens.
result in utter helplessness
*hose eyes shall capture his heart and She must exercise until she can feel would
tome in
now at our store.
with ears not perfectly sound winter because the clams are burrow.
Traveling kitchens, which have
who snail change the face of the world that her lungs and heart are stimulat- Persons
warned against swim- ing deep. Just wtv a clam should be long been in use In the Russian army
therefOre
are
hear
she
is
ready
them.
Then
you'll
Then
for
and
ed.
the
skis
lo
for him for the rest of his life.
given credit for knowing more about and which did much to Increase the
rough water.
"How came Hugh to marry Belie?" tions and for the scented bath. The ming in
Want one.
Big selection of
the weather than human beings is not comfort of the soldiers during the long
I once asked, wondering at what seem- exercise upon which the belles of other
Carried with You.
credited
Some
clear.
may
be
&Mintier
battles
of
the
recent
war,
are
now
.
records.
for
be•
depended
their
beauty
days
was
ed an incongruous mats-loge, the husJoy is a prize unbought, and is with superior instinctive impressions-- Mg tried in the French maneuvers
band a man of profound culture aud dancing. Dancing and horseback rid- freest, purest in its now when it comes
but not a clam.—Washington Star.
with a view to their introduction int(
ivarled learning, while the wife was a ing were the two diversions.
unsought. No getting into heaven, as
the French army.
'brilliant owletl butterfly, who cared for
compass
it.
You
must
a place, will
Ischango -of Confidences.
Old-Fashioned- Shin rood.
exce;,t :•,rsonal adornment and
simple, old-fashioned skins, food carry it with you, else it is not there
Husband (during the honeymoon)—
A.
Canadian Hones in China.
beautiful sur..eindings.*
that is very good for wrinkles is made You must have it in you, as the must* ; I was awfully nervous When I pro
It is foundt,,that horses from Cap
"Oh," said the friend who answerer;
I was afraid you ads become acclimated in China more
heating to a cream two tablespoon of a well-ordered soul, the lire of a I posed to you.
acta
.o.„Vster met on a slow steamer cross- by
Ails of oil of sweet almonds and one holy purpose, the welling up out of wouldn't accept me.
readily than those which are import
of the steametiqz.. Nearly everybody on teaspoonful of rose **ter,adding three eke central depths of sternal springs
Wife--Aod I iii awfully nervous Pd from Australia. and they seem tc
But they ha in
•
drops of camphor and two of tir.ctura that hide the waters there.—Horace for weelre before you viposerl. 1 waif take more
to the novel diet
-• they wer^ Loth
tiushnell.
z• r1/4,.1
of berizein. Apply at night.
brau, Oari4 tir&t Wait straw.
,Lie time they
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(Continued From First rags.)

In Stationer

suburb, aski,ig that the street ca:
company be given permission to
run its tracks over into Mechanicsburg, from 1,:oad street where they
this side of the creek. , The
end
\Ve have a few boxes of Hurds' and document was filed, with nothing
Cranes' stationery in latest styles. being done.
City
of
The montl.ly report
On account of boxes being slightly Treasurer Jot.a J. Dorian was filed,
soiled we are closing out at less it showing a balance of $88,181.80
on hand Marh 1st, received during
than manufacturers cost.
that month $6,058.58, spent $13,02o.,30, leaving a present balance
of $79,223-07.
Second adoption was given the
otdinance reqiiring fuel and other
purchases ma...! by the city, to be
city scales.
weighed over
the city board of
At instance
health, there %...s *resented an ordinance to prevent the spread of
tuberculosis as much as possible, by
requiring homes infected with it to
obey certain regu:Itions. The bill
was held over until the next meeting, before being adopted.
>41
There was read an ordinance putWANTED—For U. S. Army; ting entirely in the hands of the
able-bodied unmarried MOD _between board of public works, the power 'of
ages of at and 3s; citizens 'of the the saying where overhead wiring
United Stverrotsgtind itharacter, and and poles shall be placed around on
temperatc habits, who CI& speak, read the public streets over the city. On
end eittittauelgliah— See-infor meta..n the document being brought up, it
....Recruiting offices, Ne..
app&
\,• referred to the board of works,
Ric hmOndallerpricab, Ky.
.y solicitor and electrical inspec• ,
i .r to see if the provisions were all
W1AN_TED--Chea. • • d for stud.' They pay right.
ents i.
Initial adoption was given the orate cheapest
mont
empowering the street raildinance
Practical
rate.
company to lay tracks on cerway
Bus
(fli$4 41.0,* Broadway, tain new streets' around town, in
.P
enlarging its system. The measure
directs that there be put up and
W
T4..-! „buy fresh milk sold the car people a .franchise givcows.
prices paid. Ring old ing this power to put down more
PhQ411., 11.5A.4.'
"
4"
rails. The new streets they want to
corer are: Niuth from Clark to
CARNEGIE LIBRARY, !
Broadway, on Eighih from Tennessee to Clark, op Fifth from MadThe Floor N
64nditien so Dui/el- ison to Trimble, on Trimble from
Fifth to Sixth, onTenth from TrimCeptigties Closed.
to Burnett, on Broadway from
ble
.rf-•e-s—•
In middle of the block bepoint
It watintenald itropen the library a
again this morning, but yesterday tween Fifth to Sixth, down BroadPresident E„. }V. liagby found that way to Fourth street.
the wax lia&aist hardened sufficiently
There was then adopted another
on the floor, therefore be decided. to ordinance empowering the company
keep the building closed until tomor- to take up its tracks on certain
row rnornini. The fresh wax was streets to be abandoned as follows:
putoon the floors Saturday and the
Madison from Fifth tei\Sixth, that
institution ktpt closed since to give on Sixth from Madiatit00 Trimble,
time to harden withor being trod also on ;Trimble from Tenth to
'Leon. It was thOught this morning Twelfth, en Clark from Eighth to
the doors could agaitete opened, but
Ninth, on Jackson from Sixth to
this is impossible.
.
Ninth, on Ninth from Jackson to
The meeting of the trustees for
This evening, jigs been postponed un- Tennessee.
that
til tomorrow 'night. • it,is the regular The ordinance providing
there be paved with brick the streets
»tenthly session.
outlined heretofore, were referred
for revision. The streets are
back
QUININE WAS EASY TO TAKE
Fast from Broadway to Washing•.,
But It Resulted in the Death of An ton, Washington from First to
Kentucky
from
Third, Second
Indiana Nan.
avenue to Witshingtemt, Wild Fifth
. Columbia City, Ind., March
• 39— from Jefferson to Clay. Around the
Warren Bills of Rishland township, wholesale houses at Second and
is dead of _itp overdose 'of quinine. Washington the property owners do
He started on an overland trip to not want sidewalk*, but let the
Michigan, accoiwied by his son paving brick run frotn building to
Newton;—ad near Marshall he un- building, so wagons can back up to
dertook toffifft how easy quinine their di:19a to unload goods.
was taken,
he...placed a large
It was ordered that property ownamount at "tel •
, drug at his mouth ers. sign petitions to be presented the
and swallotif it.
aoon became boards, wherein it is desired that
411, and complications resuhed- which Fourteenth street be graveled from
ended in death.
Clay to Harrison, and Jarrett from
Powell to Bridge streets.
Mr. George Waltees. Abe "Hetet'. The water company was ordered
went to
,aaid Cincinnati to extend its supply mains out
this morning. •
ctioadway fro*. Ninteenth to Twentiels. an liffn on Twentieth from
„
When you uy OM Terrell"
y to Jefferson.
Br
key you get hiskey that is made in
'Pre lig,.ht cotnittee was authorized
an actual,
147;
the hops, 0 get up figures showiug what it
malt, rye,
sib% Used in its dis- °aid cost the city to enlarge' the
tillation is
e very highest gradat present lighting plant so as to care
and the spring water. used is as clear for isoernore street corner • lights.
as a crystal and absolutely pure When the committee gets in the figwhich is an important item in perfect ures, it will report to the full boards
distillation. A visit to the distillery for some action to be taken.
' will convince you of the above facts. Chief James Collies monthly report
For sale one quart up, at 417 Jeffer- was flied.
The fire committee reported that it
son street, city retail department.
Distillery notW end of loth street. halt condemned the two buildings at
$2.00, $2.50 and $3.00 per gallon. One lig and 120 Broadway, they being unsafe and in danger of collapsing. The
quart up. •
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ITEVONS
WANT

ow

If your blood is not right
take -

It is a new, pleasant combinatipn of best knowe vegetable
alteratives and torics.
. IT CLEANSES,
I11 PURIFIES
IT VITALTZES.
Carefully prepared in our
own laboratory.

R. W. WALKER & CO.,
. .• INCORPORATED. ..
Fifth and Biwa,

Both Phones

plant "deadeptn" around the city.
A Bundsman, the new sewer inspectgr, offered bondsmen of the Fidelity and Deposit Company, and'the
surety was acepted. R. F. Barnett,
the sanitary inspector, gave as sureties A. Parkins and, J. S. Troutman on his bond, while the other sanitary man, J. M. Muller offered J. M.
Lang and Henry Kolb, all of which
was ratified.
The board of works was directed
to have opened the public alley behind the Lincoln school building.
It was ordered thet the sidewalk on
Bioadway between Ninth and Eleven
th streets be re-constricted, it being
in bad conoition pow.
The chair was -empowered to appoint a committee to nelp revise the
rules and regulations governing the
city legislative boards.
Chief James Woods, of the fire department asked the council to get the
telephone company to put on the free
list telephones at the ire anuses.
The stationmen now pay for the
phones otit of their own pole
=
s
The board confirmed the
reduction granted the assessment of
the Cumberland Telephone cerapanys
plant by the board of supervisors.
The assessment for city tax purposes
was $zoo,000, but the supervisors, reduced this to liScr,000. The aldermen
confirmed the reduction, but it just
did get through the council, six being for it, five against making the decrease.
On motion the board adjourned.

an.
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THE RIVERS
The Stages Yester
Cairo '
44.3
Chattanooga..
• •12.4
Cincinnati.. .. .. ....50.2
Evansville.. ..
.....7.4
Florence.3
. ..
.8
Johnsonville.. ..
.22.0
..
Mit. Carmel... ..• • • • •19•9
Nashvill-..
..... • •33.4
..
Pittsburg
.....14-7
Davis Island Dam.. .14.7
St. Louis
33J
M. Vernon.. ,...
36.6
36.7
Paducah.... ..
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To-Night, Apr.3
DAINTY AND SWEET

ADELAIDE
THURSTON
In Her New and Exquiait5 Comedy

PERSONALS

"The Triumph
of Betty"

The little steamer Royal plying
daily between -here and Golconda,
Mr. Martin Voight and family of
111., brought down a cabin full of
Golconda, Ill., yesterday returned
passengers yesterday on her trip.
home after visiting relatives here
The Electra yesterday went
.e past week.
tb
Nashville with a tow of salt.
• Bert Gilbert, wife of the
There got out of the Tennessee
leaves today for Hendersho
clerk,
river last night the steamer Clyde.
BY W. A. TREMAYNE AND IRattend the bedside of
to
Ky.,
son,
She lays until five o'clock tomorrow
VIN HALL.
afternoon before skipping away ot} her father, Mr. John W. Hicks, who COMPLETE SCENIC PRODUCis seriously ill with infirmities proher return in that direction.
TION AND ACCESSORIES.
duced by old age.
Cairo
for
leaves
Fowler
The Dick
35C, Scc, 7Sc, Sum:. and
PRICEIErsic,
Lawyer Mike Oliver today goes
this morning and comes back to$1140.
to Frankfort to file the articles of
night about eleven o'clock.
SEATS ON SALE MONDAY
There got away yesterday for incorporation for the new co-opera)
they
—a
company
have
insurance
tive
Evansville the steamer Joe Fowler
organized.
which comes back again tomorrow.
Mrs. Pearl Fryer of Memphis,
The John S. Hopkins comes in
has gone home after visitinit
Tenn.,
today from Evansville and gets out
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
parents,
her
her
that
on
to
return
immediately
Calloway.
city.
SMALL FIRE
Mr. Carl Tellifson of New OrThe Buttorff went to Carksvill
leans, is visiting Miss Aralace Hadtomorrow,
back
comes
yesterday,
Caused Several Hundred Dollar Los,
and then gets away for Nashville. son of West kfpnroe.
at Hiutnan's Plumbing Shop.
Lawyer. Alffen Barkley yesterday
The Peters Lee leaves Memphis
from Mayfield where he
returned
enThursday
today
here
gets
and
This, morning about 2:15i. o'clock
with . his wife and
Sunday
spent,
fire was discovered in hte Ed D. _Han- route up to Cincinnati.
visiting there.
are
who
child
Cincinnan
plunsbipg establishment „' at The Georgia Lee leaves
General Manager B. F. Scott of
Fourth and Kentucky avenue. It wai nati tomorrow and gets here SaturThe Standard Tie company, was
flaming up into good size when no- day en route down to Memphis.
here yesterday from Detroit, Mich.
ticed, and V the departments summonHon. and Mrs. John K. Hendrick
ed. The 'eddies quickly did ,the
GIVE OUT NO DETAILS.
returned yesterday from smithland.
work of extinguishment, but not until a several hundred dollar loss oc- But Appropriate hootoomoo for PubHon. Samuel Crossland is here
curred. Mr. Hannan cannot account
Mayfield attending
from
circuit
lic Buildings.
for the fire which started right be- The house committee oh public court.
hind the stove in center of the "L" buildings and grounds has agreed
Mrs. L. P. Head and child have
in the shop, as no fire had been in
report a public building bill car- returned from visiting in Princeton,
to
the stove since early yesterday mornrying
appropriations aggregating KY.
ing. It must have been an electric
Mr*. A. ifitynet. of Cairo, was here
The details of the bill
$20,000,000.
wire. Mr. Hannan says his loss is
yesterday en route to Smithland to
the
and
fully
not
are
completed,
covered with insurance, but he will
attend the Haynes-Adams wedding.
loose more by the shop being crip- committee voted to refrain from disMiss Bertha Leming, the city steclosing the projects to be included
pled at this unusual busy period.
nographer, yesterday went to New
in the measure until the report is Albany, Ind., where she was called
finally completed, which will
CINCINNATIAN ARRZSTED
By ExPert, Graduate Optician
by the dying condition of her uncle.
about 'ten days.
Ass Lama .Anderson, of Arcadia,
Reishopf Claims Sweatma nis
has returned front visiting in Joplin,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
First Airship,. Lbw.
tieing Workmen Away From
Mb.
The first airship line in the
Here
Mr. Eci„...F, :Rageniassert. late of the
world, will be inaugurated from thz Si. Stern cciletpany, of Chicago, has
Yesterday the Rehkopf SIddlery Rock Springs to Lander, Wyoming, arrietid hare to take a place with the
company ha darrested a man named just as soon as spring opens. Air- Walhastein clothing house.
Captain Prank rhillips yesterday
Sweatman from Cincinnati, on the ships will make daily trips over the
charge of enticing away Rehkopf's mountains between those points. went to Smithland to attend the
The company is now being financed Haynes-Adams wedding today.
workmen.
Mr. Irvan Merritt has. returned
the tnd other necessary areangementi
Sweatman is an official
from visiting in Mayfield.
Grossmaa-Hohe leather house et eing made.
Miss Eleaner Wright returned yesCincinnati where there is on a Stale 'Partin Shea, an inventor who reJEWELER & OPTICIAST
in Maydes here announces that he has in- terday from spending Sunday
and the union men refuse to or
field.
It is claimed that Sweatman kas vented an airship on total different
ses Breseney.
Mr. Maurice Nash Jr. of Louisbeen here trying to get the non-un- principles from all other flying ma- tripe. is here visiting his parents, Mr.1
men at Rehkopf's, and the chine, and says a miniature machine and Mrs$411 B.'Mali.
Starks-Ullman house, to quit their which he has built proves hig eheoryi
Professor W. H. ,Sugg returned
WATER NOTICE..
full Sunday from Princeton, Ky.;
local positions and go to Cincinnati attect. He expects to b
ses.
to' work for him. Two walnut* used machine before winter
to
Richard Gaegan, Jr., we'd
were taken out for hi myesterday, aad if it goes over the mountains Louisville Sunday where died of lei1Patroes of the their
ter moor
Cemmay
net
as he expects be will be in a
while more will be today.
er Mr. John,ere reminded dem Wa
comotis ataxia his broth,
egan, who was 60 years old and a
tios to build them comme
expired Marsh 31st.. Thom who
Don't buy poisonous immttatton Shea is enthusiastic and is g
whiskey that is make in store rooms. his model.—Rock
Mr. Thomas Orr, the life insurance desire to renew them sticiald do so
Springs
Coe.
forgotten,
r=
oreanApr
idas
or b.
ott•n
m' dia
man, and wife, leave today for Los
Pure whiskey can only be mad* in Chicago Inter-Ocean.
paid for
Angeles. Cal., to reside.
a distillery. Buy "Old Terrell" the
will be shut off.
pure "still house" article, made in a
TO THE PUBLIC.
t•
Nr. 'Abe Sloan has resigned *is The Prompt payment of Inbar
home distillery, at Um $2.5o and
I take Mg occasion to notify by place with Michael Ritis. and s.ext rents will sew/ vezadost mud met to
$3.00 per gallon. Quarts and halves friends and the public, that
I am month goes on the rod as a drum- the 'mummer, and impleseem duties
in proportion. Gty retail department
no longer connected with the Padu- user for the Wells Whip Co.
land anseyesiee wo do mummy. ...
417 Jefferson street.
cah Undertaking company, com•
.111101111•11111111111111Mmi
am informed, of S. P.
Mir. William Scott, the hardware posed, as I
Stephenson and D. L.
man, has returned from St. Mary's Pool,. L.
Ill., where he has been visiting his Adams.
I am now conducting an under
daughters who attend school there.
Mr. William Katterjohn has re- taking establishment of my own.
No: 353 South Third street, sand
turned from New Yorla
Sheriff John Ogilvie and Detective shall be glad to serve all my,firmer
T. J. Moore have returned from patrons and the public generally.
Hopkinsville where they took to the
Very respectftdly,
asylum H.. F. Osborne.
GUY NANCE.

SPECTACLES

EYE GLASSES

Properly SI Sid ail
RIM
$2.50
' 3d$ bi
$.5.00
Adjusted
EYES TESTED FREE

J. L. WOLFF,

of

ion

a

Handsome Springhbrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY

—The poetoffice yard was filled
with stray cows last night, but they
cannot be taken up until there arrives here the appellate court 1212/1date which holds that the cow ordinance is valid.

Sanitary Notice.
—
AND IN OUR LINE YOU W ILL FIND THE CHOICEST
Notice is hereby given to all perFOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AFSTYLES
sons to clear your bank premises and
FORD. THE PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
get ready for inspection of sanitary
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
officers as they will be started on the
CLOTHES. WE STAND F OR EVERY
GARMENT
WE
inspection in a shoot time and being
TURN OUT.
ready will save trouble and expen.se.
Miss Anna Kundoon, a teacher at Order of Board of Health.
Rossville, Kansas Saturday capturW. T. GRAVES, Health Officer.
r
ae tint),
ccanicil
-eleven young coyotes- -in
ordered that the owners be notified and carried them three miles in a
Sunday the first strawberries of the
to tar down, the delapidated struct- sack on horseback. She will raise season jrcre here, having been sh'
tireS.
I ped in fiom the South.
them apd sell them for pets.
Jenkins was granted a license
Second
to open a saloon at 136
street.
It was ordered that Mrs. M. D.
Kelly be given a new deed to her Oak
Grove cemetery lot, her old deed having been destroyed.
City Engineer Washington was
ordered to survey off some of the new
cemetery grounds so people could be
buried in there, the present Oak
Grove grounds being about used up
by the dead.
LUMP t3 CENTS PER BUSHEL.. ..
„NUT. . is CENTS PER BUSHEL
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVA'"OR.
Central Labor body of this city was
given permission to hold a carnival
during next September. With the
permiSsion goes the concession allowing the labor bodies to collect
and retain from attractions, the licenses that under ordinary circumstances go into the public treasury.
The ordinance commit'ee• was instructed to bring in for adoption
measure giving the boarl of public!
works power to sky where telephone,
Incorporated
telegrniSh and light companies shall

Dicke & Black,

g16 Broadway.

y..T.

Walker's
Sarsaparilla
With Iodide Potash

Drrirgists,

911101••••FOIRMamoommimmk
_

MERCHANT TAILORS.

Prospects for 'Shortage of Coal April 1
Buy TRADLWA1ER COAL now and save money I

PROMPT DELIVERX.
Foot of
Sn.

Both Telephones 254.

West Kentucky Coal Co.
sr-A-

